Introduction
As a native Russian phenomenon Righteousness (Pravednichestvo) defines spiritual and moral guidelines of society, has a special significance for the national culture. As a socio-cultural phenomenon that combines the experience of intense spiritual life, the involvement of man to the world of the ideal of being, to a higher truth, Righteousness looks for opportunities for finding oneself in the truth (Tarasov, 2007, 239) . A.B. Tarasov believes that righteousness acts as a representation of the saints, who had a virtuous life in the world, or non-canonized or locally venerated saints and pious people of the church environment. The author believes that the foundation of asceticism in the Orthodox tradition is a righteous life, irreproachable orthodoxy, popular veneration and miracles (Tarasov, 2006, 45) . As a "powerful factor of national life", the ideal of righteousness is meekness, humility, modesty (Sohriakov 2010, 435) . The tradition of righteousness that was launched by the originator and liturgical texts, and later embodied in the works of Russian artists, today is reflected in monographic research and is interpreted as an inner necessity, the need of the soul, freedom (ibid, 433).
The Russian literary tradition-righteous character is given a special place. The image According to S. Smirnova, righteousness is "not limited to the sphere of the divine, and covers the earthly way of human`s life and implies maintaining a godly way of life, adherence to religious precepts" (Smirnov, 2005, 13) . A. Yu.
Bolshakova notes that the works of the "village prose" show a type of a righteous character that is embodied in the form of "a wise old man", who is a stable component, along with "Mother Earth", "a naïve child" ("ditiatia") are used in the domestic literary tradition (Bolshakova 1999, 16) .
The Problem Statement
The The name / first name of the characterIvanovich is peculiar for being an originally Russian name, his occupation is work on the ground. This "hidden hero" is a hereditary farmer.
The image of the bath-house, the construction of which overstrained the character, is contradictory.
On the one hand, the bath-house is a the profane, transitional space where protective amulets do not work, but on the other hand, he puts all his soul and heart to this construction site. This bath-house appears as a symbol of purification, spiritual and physical renewal. Before going to the steam room, the character experiences "children's excitement as before a long-awaited event", he becomes purified from earthly sins and gets a rebirth. Feeling the "baby purity", Ivanovich feels that "his memory was set free" and how "freely his memories, important and familiar, fly before his eyes" (Tarkovsky, 2009, 325) . The plot of the story refers to the text of V. Shukshin "Alesha Beskonvoinyi"." The bath-house for Ivanovich is just the same sacred item, just as for Shukshin`s "wierdo" -Kostia Valikov, who only there experienced the "feast of the soul". These both texts similarly describe the preparation of the characters for going to the bath-house, and their feeling of relief that they are experiencing. "over the years somehow became more and more vigorous, witty and restless" (Tarkovsky, 2009, 8) .
The righteousness of the character is manifested in his selfless mentoring, selfless service to his destiny. Despite the spat with his neighborhunter Mitia Shliakhov, he advises him on how to put a duralumin patch, "Put in on grease -it will work for centuries" (Ibid: 9). The expression "everlasting" (for centuries) (which, as we see, is issued in the title story) just like a word of God, "echoes along the banks and ridges" (Ibid). These righteous traits we see in the scene when he met a peasant on the mountain, and the peasant was surprised that the weather was getting better, yet Uncle Tolia replied: "that is what I ordered!" Of course, it is an ironic image, but it agrees with that fusion of the world and neighborhood that is The female character`s birthday that was marked as a feast symbolizes the harmonization of the world, unity of the old woman with all inhabitants of the former and present village, the festival continued for three symbolic days.
I.L. Balaian emphasizes Christian features in the
image of the old woman, noting faith, resilience, hard work, caring for others, commitment to the traditions, kindness and love for people (Balaian, 2014, 137) .
The Image of Holy Fool
The author gives special attention to the type of holy fool, one of the most significant in Russia 
